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Participatory Budgeting

The goal in participatory democracy is to get more people involved in government decisions, es-
pecially at the local level. Work-to-date has focused mostly on budgeting decisions, like which
capital expenditures to prioritize. For example, residents might be asked whether they’d rather see
money spent on improving parks, schools, or public housing. This forces voters to grapple with
the types of trade-offs faced by the government. Participatory budgeting is getting increasingly
popular—currently, 31 of New York City’s 51 local districts use it every year.

k-Approval Voting

The systems currently in place typically use “k-approval voting”—each voter is told the overall
budget (e.g., $1 million) and a list of project descriptions with costs, and the voter picks their k
(e.g., 5) favorite projects with no ordering between them.

k-Approval Voting

1. Each voter votes for at most k projects.

2. Sort the projects in decreasing order of number of votes.

3. Fund the maximal prefix such that the total cost is at most the budget B.

What potential issues do we see with this system?

•

•

•

For example, suppose that the budget is 1 million USD, that k = 1, and that all voters have
identical values for the three possible projects:

Project Number j Value vij ∀i Project Cost

1 4 1 million
2 3 500K
3 2 500K

What’s the socially optimal outcome?



How might voters vote? What if k = 2 instead?

Definition 1. An outcome is Pareto optimal if no one can be made better off without making
someone else worse off.

Approval voting is not truthful. Approval voting does not necessarily result a Pareto optimal
outcome.

Knapsack Voting

We next take a glimpse into the current state-of-the-art, and describe one current prototype for a
replacement: knapsack voting [3].1 The idea is to allow a voter to approve any number of projects,
as long as their total cost is at most the budget.

Knapsack Voting

1. Each voter votes for a subset Si of projects for which the total cost is at most the budget
B.2

2. Sort the projects in decreasing order of number of votes.

3. Fund the maximal prefix such that the total cost is at most the budget B.

The final project considered—the most popular one that can’t be fully funded—will be partially
funded, so that the entire budget of B is spent. (This may or may not be realistic.)

Properties of Knapsack Voting

We need to make fairly specific assumptions in order to obtain strategyproofness and Pareto opti-
mality guarantees (otherwise impossibility results kick in).3 The two assumptions are:

1. Voter i has some set of projects S∗i that she wants to fund, with the total cost of S∗i at most
the budget B.

2. Voter i wants as much money as possible to be spent on the projects in S∗i . Thus the utility
of voter i is ∑

j∈S∗
i

[money spent on project j] (1)

The definition (1) implies that if a project (of S∗i ) is partially funded, then the utility earned is
pro-rated accordingly.4 The most unrealistic aspect of this utility model is the extreme assumption

1See also http://pbstanford.org, and especially the “Boston ’16” link to see knapsack voting in action.
3There is ongoing work focused on relaxing these assumptions.
4Also, we assume that no project is ever funded at a level larger than its cost.



that a voter i has absolutely no value for any project outside its preferred set S∗i .

Under these assumptions, knapsack voting has several nice properties.

Proposition 1. With voter utilities as in (1), knapsack voting is strategyproof, meaning that a
player always maximizes her utility by voting for her true set S∗i .

[Hint: What happens to projects in S∗i if this set is misreported?]

Proof.

Proposition 2. With voter utilities as in (1), and assuming that voters report their true sets,
knapsack voting results in a Pareto optimal choice of projects.

Proof.

Voting

• Majority-rule

• Plurality

• Ranked-Choice Voting (RCV), aka single transferable vote (STV) or instant-runoff voting

• Borda count

For example, consider the following five votes over the set of alternatives A = {a, b, c, d}:



Voters #1,2 Voters #3,4 Voter #5

1st choice a b c
2nd choice d a d
3rd choice c d b
4th choice b c a

Trivial voting rules:

• Dictator: a dictator rule has a dictator voter i, and always elects i’s first choice.

• Duple: a duple rule chooses a pair a, b ∈ A of alternatives (independent of voters’ prefer-
ences), and runs majority vote between a and b.

Theorem 3 (Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem [2, 4]). Every strategyproof voting rule that can
produce at least three different outcomes is a dictator.

Theorem 4 (Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem [1]). With three or more alternatives, no voting rule
satisfies the following three properties:

• Non-dictatorship.

• Unanimity.

• Independent of irrelevant alternatives (IIA).

Unanimity means that if every voter ranks a over b, then the voting rule should also rank a over b.

IIA means that, for every pair a, b of alternatives, the relative order of a, b in the produced ranking
should be a function only of the relative order of a, b in each voter’s list, and not depend on the
position of any “irrelevant” alternative c in anyone’s preferences

Restriction: Single-peaked preferences.

A strategyproof voting rule:
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